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Abstract

TITLE:

Development of Adaptable Human-Machine Interface
for Teleoperation Over Time Delay

AUTHOR:

May Nyein Chan

MAJOR ADVISOR: Markus Wilde, Ph.D.

The Adaptable Human-Machine Interface (AHMI) was developed for the Orbital
Robotic Interaction, On-orbit servicing, and Navigation (ORION) Laboratory of the
Florida Institute of Technology. The primary project objective was to develop and test
a predictive display for mitigating the effects of time delay in teleoperation of space
robots and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) using quadcopters as a test case.
Regardless of the increasing popularity of various autonomous systems, research and
development of teleoperating system should not be neglected since it is often utilized as
a back-up in most autonomous systems especially in systems for human spaceflight and
UAV operations in unpredicted conditions. This project serves as a pilot research
project for developing a Human-Machine-Interface (HMI) for teleoperating over time
delay, which can be adapted for different flight mechanics and/or systems. The interface
has been developed in the Unity3D game engine and implemented for a Parrot A.R.
Drone 2.0. Test results suggest that various elements of the head-up display will require
to be customized along with the system dynamics model to achieve an effective
predictive display. However, the interface software framework in Unity3D can be
utilized, adapted, or expanded for different flight mechanics.
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1. Introduction
The development of Adaptable Human-Machine Interface (AHMI) is a
stepping-stone project in an effort to create a bridge between the fields of flight
dynamics & controls systems and newest available graphics software development
environment as well as new controller hardware. The results of this project can serve as
a base to be adapted for further research in studies of teleoperation and predictive
display for specific dynamic systems as well as studies of human factors on various
control hardware. The project involved many different aspects of engineering and
technology including software development, 3D game development, computer
networking, camera optics, flight mechanics, and minor studies on human factors. The
main subjects of this projects are the predictive display method for mitigating the effects
of time delay in teleoperation, dynamics of a drone specifically an Augmented Reality
(A.R.) Drone 2.0 quadcopter, and software development in Unity3D.
Technologies for teleoperation have been studied for decades regarding remote
controlling of robots in adverse environments and spacecraft rendezvous & docking as
well as aircraft operations as found in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Although autonomous systems
have been advancing fast nowadays, teleoperation is still utilized as a back-up control
method for these autonomous systems especially in the case of necessity to make highly
unpredictive decisions and in the case of human spaceflights. Capturing of the Hubble
Space Telescope by the astronauts on the Discovery Space Shuttle [8] and berthing of
Japanese H-II Transfer Vehicle cargo ship [9] onto the International Space Station are
two real-life examples of the importance of teleoperation. Nonetheless, teleoperation
technology still needs improvements in the two main fields: telepresence, the feeling of
being present in the slave manipulator environment or being aware of its environment,
and time delay effects, the unpredictable actuation or outcome of the slave manipulator
due to the time taken for the commend signal to travel to and from the control station.
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For a dynamic system like a quadcopter, time delay effect can influence the performance
of the teleoperation significantly and will be studied in this project.
On the other hand, commercial quadcopter drone has become popular
nowadays utilized mostly for aerial photograph, remote sensing, and research of
controller devices such as Visual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), smart devices,
neuroheadset, and many more as found in [10], [11], and [12]. Therefore, a low-cost
commercially available drone is utilized as a test system for this project. Accordingly,
the results of this project would open the door for the researchers in the fields of
teleoperation, flight mechanics, and control systems towards the latest available
controllers and technology trends to incorporate in their studies.
This document includes seven chapters in total with technical details of the
AHMI development from Chapter 2 to 6. The purpose of this first chapter is to provide
the reader with background information on the motivation of this project, similar work
preceding this project, and other relevant projects found in literature research. This
chapter also includes the contribution of this thesis project towards teleoperation
systems and technologies. Finally, the last chapter concludes with a summary and
lessons learned from this project as well as recommendations for further studies.

1.1 Background
1.1.1 Teleoperation
Teleoperation generally refers to the technology of performing a task by a
human operator from a distant location by means of a master-slave manipulating system.
The modern-day teleoperation with master-slave manipulator was first introduced by
the Argonne National Laboratory in the field of nuclear material handling at the end of
1940’s [1]. The master-slave manipulator works in a way that a human operator gives
control input commands by manipulating a master manipulator such as a joystick; then,
2

the commands are being sent to a slave manipulator such as a robot arm which may be
located at a remote location to perform necessary actuations to achieve a desired task.
For this type of system, the human operator at the control station requires the feeling
of telepresence to be able to make constructive decisions on the next command input.
As teleoperation allows a human operator to command the slave manipulator from a
remote location, it has been widely studied and implemented in many areas of
applications in environments which are too adverse for humans to be physically present.
Common applications of teleoperation include but are not limited to space robotic
manipulators [13], nuclear waste cleaning robots and off-shore oil exploitation robots
[4] as well as drones or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [10].
There are different levels of human involvement in today’s teleoperation
systems depending on the level of autonomy implemented on the control system of the
slave manipulators [14]. For a teleoperation system with a total manual control system,
the human operator is the main controller who senses visual feedback of the states of
the slave manipulator, mentally processes the amount of necessary input to provide, and
physically manipulates the master manipulator. The two main challenges of utilizing
teleoperation technology for a dynamic system are to provide the teleoperator with the
feeling of telepresence or situation awareness [6] and to mitigate the effects of time delay
[15]. The thesis research project studied the method of utilizing the known dynamics of
a plant system and known control inputs to predict the states in the future and to display
this prediction to the human operator.
The platform system utilized for this study is a quadcopter drone, A.R. Drone
2.0 by manufacturer Parrot. The drone has been popular among contemporary
researchers in control systems and computer science fields due to its affordable price
and programmable platform with Software Development Kits (SDKs) available in
different programming languages. The drone has two built-in cameras, one facing
forward with 720p resolution and the other towards the ground with 360p resolution.
3

Therefore, it makes a great platform system for this study on teleoperations from first
person perspective over time delay.

1.1.2 Previous Relevant Work
This project was inspired by two previous research projects of FIT ORION lab
team members. One of the two projects was a Ph.D. dissertation on Visual
Augmentation Method for Teleoperated Space Rendezvous [6], and the other is a
master’s thesis on Control Laws for Autonomous Landing on Pitching Decks [16]. The
dissertation includes in-depth studies of various potential solutions for Head-Up display
elements and configurations utilized in this AIMI development project. The thesis, on
the other hand, presents studies on dynamics and control methods of a quadcopter
specifically the A.R. Drone 2.0 utilized in this project.
Traditionally, teleoperation by a human operator is a preferred method of
operation in high risk cases and/or tasks in unfamiliar and dynamic environments such
as capturing the Hubble Space Telescope for servicing, berthing the Japanese cargo ship
H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) on the International Space Station, and landing a drone
on a moving ship deck. Today, the fast growing capabilities of new technologies and
research into improvements in methods of automating guidance, navigation, and control
systems have resulted in highly automated docking system such as KURS on Russian
Soyuz spacecraft [17] and automated landing on a moving ship deck on Northrop
Grumman MQ-8C Fire Scout [16]. Nonetheless, teleoperation capability is still
equipped as a back-up control system that can override autonomous control system on
most applications including the Soyuz spacecraft [7] and MQ-8C [18] mentioned above
for handling unexpected emergency situations.
Therefore, new technologies and methods for improving the capabilities of
teleoperation are important fields of study. This motivation drove previous similar
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research projects related to predictive displays and time delay effects by a wide range of
institutes: US Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory [5]; Office of Naval Research [3];
Hannaford from University of Washington [2]; Y. Zhang, R. Huang, H. Li, and J. Cai
from various institutions in People’s Republic of China [7]; A. V. Efremov, M. S. Tiaglik,
I. H. Irgaleev, and E. V. Efremov from Moscow Aviation Institute in Russia [19]; A. V.
Efremov, M. S. Tjaglik, I. H. Irgaleev, and V. G. Tsipenko from Moscow Aviation
Institute and Moscow State Technical University of Civil Aviation [20]; C. Lopez
Martinez, R. van de Molengraft, and M. Steinbuch from Eindhoven University of
Technology in Netherlands [21].
However, the studies listed above deal with predictive display and time delays
for aircraft, spacecraft, or missile interceptor. No study was found at the time of
literature review for the technologies of path prediction and time delay in quadcopters
or drones. Many related projects utilizing the same quadcopter, A.R. Drone 2.0, and the
development environment, Unity3D, will be discussed in the following section.

1.1.3 Related Works
Many works related to modeling and simulation of a quadcopter trajectory and
control algorithms, utilizing Parrot A.R. Drone 2.0 as a test bed, Unity3D as a
development interface Head-Up Display (HUD) and Head-Mounted Display (HMD)
as well as many other controllers and in combination of the two were found in literature.
In addition,, there are a few studies on human factor aspects of evaluating a HUD
considered for the experiment part of this project. Moreover, other related works
specifically about the A.R. Drone were also useful for integration of the A.R. Drone.
A few examples of modeling and simulation of quadcopter dynamics and
control systems are as follows. V. Stepanyan from University of California Santa Cruz
and K. Krishnakumar from NASA Ames Research Center collaborated to develop an
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algorithm for on-board estimation, navigation, and control architecture for multi-rotor
drone with adaptive algorithm to accommodate urban wind estimation. The study has
been tested in simulations and is intended for real-time implementation [22]. Vasan et
al. developed a method for real time path-following of quadcopter trajectories based on
non-linear guidance logic [23]. Similarly, a collaborative research of Wang et al.
presented a non-linear model predictive controller with constraint satisfactions for a
quadcopter. All three of the above studies have tested their proposed methods with
simulation results. The studies were useful for understanding the general dynamics of a
quadcopter and potential solutions for trajectory generation for predictive display.
A few studies had experimentally tested methods for trajectory generation and
controls of a quadcopter. Zhu et al. successfully simulated and experimentally tested a
simultaneous trajectory generation method for a quadcopter to intercept a moving
ground vehicle [24]. The study utilized OptiTrack vision capture system for position and
attitude data. A similar study conducted at the University of New South Wales at the
Australian Defense Force Academy investigated the superiority of a VICON vision
system in position and attitude tracking of a quadcopter, specifically the A.R. Drone,
over GPS based on experimental data [25]. However, another quadcopter trajectory
generation and control study by M. Hehn and R. D’Andrea utilized customized onboard
electronics for obtaining necessary drone states [26].
There are also a few research studies found in literature which utilize Unity3D
game engine to generate simulations in combination with the A.R Drone 2.0 to
implement new controllers for quadcopters. Meng et al. have generated a 3D simulation
environment in Unity3D in combination with Robotic Operating System (ROS) for
mini UAVs for navigation and control in GPS-denied environments [27]. Serra has
implemented a neuroheadset for controlling an A.R. Drone 2.0 [12]. The code
implementation in this project was helpful in mapping the control inputs of this thesis
project.
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Other research studies related to some aspects of this projects were focused on
drone control from first person perspective, a head-up display evaluation scale for
drones, and flight mechanics of the A.R. Drone 2.0. Cho et al. studied the influence on
the cognitive load of controlling a drone from external and drone perspectives [28]. The
study has shown that controlling a drone from first person view or drone view reduces
mental cognitive load since the controller does not need to mentally align controller
coordinates with those of the drone all the time. This study supports the choice of A.R.
Drone as the testbed for AHMI. In addition, a modified Cooper-Harper scale for UAVs
was proposed by Donmez et al. [29]. However, the scale was not utilized for assessing
the HUD of AHMI. Further in-depth implementation of A.R. Drone dynamics for onboard controller will be required along with external tracking of position and attitude of
the drone. The in-depth study of the navigation and control technology inside the A.R.
Drone by Bristeau et al. [30] presents the principles and logic useful for predicting the
drone’s response dynamics to the inputs.

1.1.4 Contribution
As discussed in Section 1.1.2 Previous Relevant Work, the predictive display
method has been researched and utilized for decades. These displays were mostly
developed with Open GL in combination with C/C++ languages which require
significant amount of changes in code for minor changes in the display. In this study,
the Unity3D game engine was utilized for developing the HUD graphics as well as
interfacing the controller joystick with the drone. Although the initial learning curve was
steep due to utilizing a game engine in a non-typical way, the lessons learned from this
development process and results will serve as a stepping-stone for efficient graphic
interface development methods for future predictive displays studies. In addition, the
knowledge of A.R. Drone SDK 2.0 in C# will also be helpful for future developers to
further implement in-depth dynamics of the drone for better predictive display.
Nonetheless, there was no studies found for predictive display method for teleoperating
7

a quadcopter regardless of increasing popularity of drone usage nowadays. Therefore,
this study could be a potential motivation for future research in this field.

1.2 Delimitations
1.2.1. Objectives
The three main objectives of this thesis project are
•

To integrate a Human-Machine-Interface with a predictive display
to mitigate time-delay effects in teleoperation,

•

To make the interface software adaptable and expandable for
different test cases, and

•

To conduct human-in-the-loop experiments to evaluate the Headup Display (HUD).

1.2.2 Scope
For developing the interface, Unity3D game engine was chosen due to its
powerful graphing capability, its strong developer community support, and its userfriendly environment. Other available options for developing a graphic display OpenCV
in combination with C++ scripts in Visual Studio and another more graphically
powerful game engine called Unreal. The former of the two alternative options is
difficult to modify and is not as user friendly as Unity3D game engine which utilizes
higher level scripting languages (i.e. C# and JavaScript). According to discussions on
game developer forums, the latter option is said to be more graphically capable and is
used for developing AAA title games (i.e. games with a great amount of funding from
the leading companies of the game industry). Nonetheless, it is said to be more difficult
to learn for inexperienced users due to its capability to let the user control the lowerlevel programming and customizing with C++ scripts. Memory management and
8

garbage collection are two examples of the difference between the two game engines;
Unreal C++ scripts require these tasks to be done manually in C++ code whereas Unity
C# scripts do these tasks automatically. Since users or developers to modify and/or
expand the interface in the future are likely aerospace engineers who are possibly not
proficient in software development with game engines, Unity game engine was chosen
for its lower learning curve for beginners.
As a test case for the AHMI, an Augmented Reality quadcopter drone
manufactured by Parrot was chosen. Since the drone is affordable and is available at the
ORION Lab for research experiment, it was selected as a test case for implementing the
first generation AHMI. In addition, an official SDK is available in C# version. It was
convenient to use the SDK for integrating into AHMI since the interface includes many
different pieces of software and hardware to be integrated together in addition to
development of the HUD graphics and study of the dynamics of the quadcopter within
a limited development time frame.
Saitek X52 Pro throttle-joystick combination input device that is a common
input device for flight simulation games and is available at the ORION Lab for research
experiments was chosen because the test case utilized was a quadcopter drone and the
development environment a game engine. No in-depth study of human factors was
planned to be conducted for the Head-up display design nor for the input controllers
due to their common usage and proven usability. For the evaluation of the firstgeneration interface, a human-in-the-loop experiment was to be conducted.
No external tracking data such as OptiTrack Vision tracking system was chosen
not to be utilized for predicting the future states of the chosen test platform (i.e. a
quadcopter). The reason is that the drone could only be utilized in the lab space with
the tracking system set-up if the external tracking data were necessary for predictive
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display. However, a quadcopter should also be able to be utilized outside or other indoor
spaces in real-life application.

1.3 Limitations
The following is a list of limitations in the first-generation AHMI presented in
this project.
•

Unity3D utilizes managed plugged-ins for external libraries and, thus,
the contents inside the managed libraries cannot be seen or modified.
Consequently, the C# SDK of the A.R. Drone that does not support
data readings from the on-board accelerometers and gyroscopes limited
the method of predicting the future states of the drone.

•

Unity3D runs on a single thread and, thus, programming for a real-time
system which commonly involve multithreads need work arounds to
achieve the desired goals.

•

Since the A.R. Drone control mode utilized for this project sends
control commands over Wi-Fi, the drone requires a Wi-Fi connection
with the control station. However, the drone has a default Internet
Protocol (IP) address of most routers and cannot be changed easily, the
area where the drone needs to fly must not have another router with the
same IP address. Otherwise, Wi-Fi connections will conflict and disturb
the drone control.

•

The A.R. Drone 2.0 version is one of the older generation drones of
Parrot and does not have much documentation on technical details of
the sensors and controller on-board. This lack of access to technical data
resulted in much test-and-guess work to approximate the maximum
10

values assigned on the input devices and the scaling of the two cameras
on-board.
•

The motion response of a quadcopter unlike that of a constantly moving
aircraft, missile, or a spacecraft is that it is rather impulsive. The drone
returns to its default state of hovering when no input command is given.
This made it difficult for rendering the predictive display elements to
present an intuitive set of information to the teleoperator.

•

The application of studies on human factors from literation to the HUD
and predictive display elements as well as the mapping of the control
input devices did not work well for the quadcopter system. A separate
set of studies and experiments need to be done for an effective
predictive display for a quadcopter system. This study itself would have
been another research project and, thus, was not covered in this project
but contributed a significant effect on the results of this project.

•

The duration of each flight experiment session was limited by the
amount of charged batteries. Each battery takes more than one hour to
be fully charged, and there are three batteries in the lab with one charger.

11

2. AHMI System Architecture
2.1 Initial System Architecture Consideration
The initially considered architecture of AHMI was to have four significant
components: joystick input & delay generator, real delayed system, predictor simulation
with no delay, and graphical display with video and predictive path as well as feedback
overlay HUD elements. The main purpose of separating the predictor simulation
module was to reduce the workload on the machine that is rendering the graphics by
running the predictor simulation model on a separate machine since the model was to
be built as a MATLAB/Simulink model. Then, the simulation results of position,
velocity, attitude, and rotation rates were to be sent to the graphical interface through
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) communication to be presented on the graphical
display interface. On the other hand, state feedback values of position, velocity, attitude,
and rotation of the real physical system were to be tracked with OptiTrack vision system
and sent to the graphical display unit for feedback through UDP communication. In
addition, a live video stream from the physical system was also to be sent to the graphical
interface with UDP packets for rendering on display screen. A summary of the proposed
system is shown Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Initial System Architecture Considered for AHMI
By the time the proposed architecture was developed, the main influence of the
study was to develop a predictive display and interface for spacecraft rendezvous
systems. However, with better understanding of Unity3D game engine and switching of
an initial phase test system from robotic spacecraft rendezvous to A.R. Drone
quadcopter control, the architecture also needed to be adapted.

2.2 Final System Architecture
The new system architecture evolved around the characteristics of the Unity3D
game engine, and the A.R. Drone C# SDK 2.0 and the DroneController code library
developed and published by Matthias Weise [31]. As explained in the official developer
guide by Parrot, the drone acts as a router for an ad-hoc Wi-Fi connection with the
control interface machine (i.e. desktop PC) by assigning an automatic IP address to the
machine [32]. Once the drone is connected to the machine, dedicated User Datagram
Protocol (UDP)/Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) ports for command, control,
and video streaming are also established. The joystick interface pre-written from an
13

preceding project [6] in C++ maps joystick axes and major buttons and broadcasts them
per UDP. A delay generator code in C++ [6] generates two UDP ports, packs joystick
data into two sets of UDP packets, one with a user-defined time delay and one without
delay. The main C# script within Unity3D project receives the joystick UDP packets
from corresponding ports. The script utilizes joystick data without time delay for
generating predictive states based on the current states of the drone received through
the SDK and those with time delay to map the AT command inputs of the SDK to be
sent to the drone through AT command UDP port.
The control station machine utilized for this project is equipped with five
monitor displays, Windows 7 OS, 64-bit system type, and 8GB RAM space. The
Unity3D utilized for the software development was 2018.2.0f2 64-bit version and Visual
Studio 2017 as script editor with .Net 4.0 Framework. Input devices are Logitech Saitek
X52 Pro throttle-joystick combination.
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Figure 2: Final System Block Diagram of AHMI
15

Figure 3: Final System Set-up for AHMI
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3. AHMI Subsystems
Technical details of all sub-systems in AHMI will be discussed in this chapter.
The systems are as follows.
•

Head-Up Display in Unity3D

•

Camera Scaling

•

Parrot A.R. Drone C# SDK 2.0

•

Throttle-Joystick Input

•

OptiTrack Data Recording

•

Path Prediction

The discussion involves all design considerations, solutions to previously
unknown issues, sub-system level tests and experiments, and modeling the dynamics of
the A.R. Drone with progressive control.

3.1 Head-Up Display (HUD) in Unity3D
A Head-Up display was developed in Unity3D for rendering the video stream
from A.R. Drone and overlaying predictive graphics for future states of the drone.
Unity3D is a 3D game engine that allows users to control detailing of graphics with
numerous methods. Although this project did not require a low-level graphic detailing,
the capability might be beneficial for HMDs to improve graphics quality for reducing
motion sickness of the operator. The game engine is a highly capable graphics software
interface compatible with the latest control devices. Unity has extensive online
documentation for the Unity Editor and the Scripting API. Nonetheless, getting to
know the software takes a good amount of time for the inexperienced user. Some
fundamental but essential elements for developing the HUD for AHMI will be
explained in this section along with design considerations towards the final HUD
version.
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First, a brief overview of essential elements in Unity3D Editor will be discussed.
The 3D coordinate system in the Editor is the left-hand system. The default unit of
distance in the editor is in meters for game objects in 3D space. However, the units of
UI elements such as 3D texts or lines and their distances are not the same as other game
objects. The UI plane is always at the zero plane and its size (i.e. width and height)
depends on the field of view of the main camera rendering the elements and the distance
from the camera. More in-depth details about camera optics will be discussed later in
this section. One terminology to note is that all the objects created and listed under a
Unity3D Scene under the Hierarchy window are game objects including an empty object
(i.e. neither a box, a line, a text, or anything else). Multiple scenes can be saved and
loaded within Unity Editor if they are in the same project. Since Unity is mainly a
graphics rendering interface, one other very important element is lighting. If lighting is
not properly set-up, the scene maybe too dark or too bright with certain game objects
invisible due to too little or too much reflection.

Figure 4: Scene in Unity3D Editor
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Figure 4 shown above is a 3D Scene in Unity Editor. The window on the left is
the “Hierarchy” window that lists all game objects in the scene including the default
main camera and lightings. The “Project” window at the bottom has a folder called
“Assets” which is a very important folder since all the scripts, pre-fabs, and plug-in
managed libraries need to be in there for the project or app (once the project is built) to
be able to detect them. Figure 5 shows the “Game Scene” that is what the user will see.

Figure 5: Game Scene in Unity3D Editor

A common practice of using a script to move an object or more than one object
is to attach the script to an empty object created in the “Hierarchy” window. Public
“GameObjects” should also be declared in the script. After the script is being attached
to the empty game object in the “Hierarchy” window and the object being selected,
“GameObjects” declared in the script will appear in the “Inspector” window on the
right side of the screen. Corresponding physical game objects in the “Hierarchy” can be
assigned to the public “GameObjects” in the “Inspector” window.
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The rest of this section is about the design considerations and final version of
AHMI HUD. The initial phase of this project was focused on spacecraft rendezvous
and, thus, the display elements were taken from a proven design [6]. The display includes
a static axis on X-Y plane on the screen for pitch and yaw indication as well as a movable
circular roll angle indicator and a series of square-boxes like a tunnel for indicating future
states of the spacecraft. Within the fixed Cartesian axes, the circular roll indicator and
the square tunnel are to move around to indicate the path of the spacecraft in the future.

Figure 6: Initial Phase HUD for Spacecraft Rendezvous

The HUD shown in Figure 6 was utilized for obtaining the depth scaling of a
Point Grey Camera discussed in section 3.2 with an experimental method. However, it
has later been modified to accommodate the input values of a new system, a quadcopter
drone.
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The HUD for the A. R. Drone prior to the first flight test was as shown in Figure
7. The predictive display elements were not animated with prediction values at the time

but were utilized to study depth scaling of the two cameras on the A.R. Drone. The
experimental method for depth scaling of the cameras will be discussed further in
section 3.2.

Figure 7: First Iteration of A.R. Drone HUD for Camera Depth Scaling

Red indicators are predictions for the future and the green real-time feedback
from the drone. After first flight test, minor modifications have been made to improve
the HUD to be more intuitive for mental processing during dynamic manual control by
improving the heading indicator and adding the altitude indicator as shown in Figure 8
and Figure 9.
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Figure 8: HUD for A.R. Drone without Predictive Display

Figure 9: HUD for A.R. Drone with Predictive Display

The final HUD for A.R. Drone teleoperation indicates yaw rate on the
horizontal axis, pitch angle on the vertical axis, roll angle on the circular axis and altitude
on the indicator on the left-top side of the display. The red elements indicate predictive
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values and the green feedback. Wi-Fi connection strength text and bar as well as Battery
percentage are displayed on the right top corner of the display at runtime. If the
“windowed” box is not marked at the time the display app is initiated, the display runs
in a full-screen and exit the application with 20-30s after “esc” key is pressed.

3.2 Camera Scaling
To generate visual aids for teleoperation, understanding the depth scaling of the
camera(s) utilized for the teleoperation experiment is a crucial part of this project. In
camera images, real-life objects may appear to be closer or farther than they really are
and can lead to misjudgment errors for human teleoperator. However, this misjudgment
is to be mitigated by reference overlay objects on the HUD. Accordingly, the overlay
reference objects in HUD need to well-correlate the size and distance in real-life to those
in 3D space.
An important point to note is that Unity3D 2018 version includes an option to
set up the Unity camera as a physical camera; however, its field-of-view (FOV) and
respective visible plane size do not exactly match those of a real-life camera. Therefore,
the physical camera feature is not utilized in this project. It is also crucial to note that
cameras are called by name in this study to clarify whether they are physical cameras or
virtual cameras in Unity3D Editor. FOV is an important property of a camera in
determining other values such as a respective size of an item whose real size is known
on the camera sensor. The best way to obtain FOV of a physical camera is through its
associated documentation while other geometric and trigonometric methods can also
be used to estimate the value.
For the initial stage of this project, a Point Grey camera was to be utilized on a
model spacecraft for a teleoperated spacecraft rendezvous and capture study. However,
the technical specifications and documentation of the camera no longer exist in physical
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copy and could not be readily found online. Therefore, an experiment was designed and
conducted to approximate the depth scaling of the camera in real life and the apparent
distance in Unity3D unity scales.
The initial attempt of the depth scaling experiment was to capture screenshots
of the Point Grey camera view in Unity as an object of a known size, specifically the
size of the model satellite (i.e. approximately the same as the size of A. R. Drone), is
placed at known distances. First, a 5-m distance was set-up with markings at an
increment of 0.5 m in the ORION lab space using blue painter’s tape. A duplicate of
the main camera rendering in Unity was attached with a script to capture a screenshot
when a specified input key was pressed. During the experiment, screenshots of a target
with the size of the model satellite was taken at every 0.5 m up to the 5 m distance. The
maximum pixels of the images are known from printing it as text on screen during the
screen shorts. Thus, the relationship between the distance in real-life and the apparent
distance in Unity was to be determined based on the size of the real-life object and the
apparent size in Unity by means of processing the printed images with MATLAB object
detection method. Unfortunately, many of the screenshots were not possible to be used
for the object detection method since reflections on the surrounding floor disturbed the
shapes of the objects in binary images as shown in Figure 10. Accordingly, the approach
was not successful.
A new approach was to generate a C# script to move a square object of known
size in Unity3D space manually with keyboard input to approximately match the size of
the target at a distance and, then, record the distance and size in real life as well as
corresponding values in Untiy3D scale. This approach was able to generate a reasonable
function correlation between the distance in Unity3D space and the real-life distance as
Figure 11.
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Figure 10: Screenshot Object Detection Method for Estimating Target Size at a Specified Distance
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Figure 11: Camera Depth Scale Relationship between Distance in Unity3D and in Real Life

The same method was utilized to find out the depth scale of the two cameras
on the A.R. Drone 2.0 since the only information found about the cameras on the drone
was resolution. The developer guide states that the front camera has a CMOS sensor
with 90 ̊ angle lens as well as resolution of 720p, and the bottom camera has 360p [32].
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There was no solid technical specification of the bottom camera which is also needed
for this project. Therefore, experiments similar to that of the previous Point Grey
camera depth scaling were conducted. However, the drone was too low to be placed on
the ground for descent viewing angle of the target from the front camera and required
a fixture to hold it straight up for the bottom camera; a slight modification in experiment
set-up was needed. A small cardboard box was utilized for drone placement at a certain
height for the front camera view as shown in Figure 12 and a large cardboard box for
holding the drone in vertical position for the bottom camera experiment as shown in
Figure 13.

Figure 12: Drone from Camera Scaling Experiment Set-up
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Figure 13: Drone Bottom Camera Scaling Experiment Set-up

The camera depth scaling relationship between the real-life size of a target at a
real distance and the apparent size in Unity3D scale at a corresponding distance in Unity
scales of both the front and the bottom cameras on the drone suggested that the scale
was relatively linear except at a close proximity (i.e. closer than 1 m). Accordingly, the
HUD in section 3.1 has a static square with the size of the drone at 1-m distance in front
of a camera to provide the teleoperator with some reference sizing of objects seen on
the screen. The functions of camera depth in real-life distance and Unity scale generated
from the experiment for both cameras on the drone are provided in Figure 14 and
Figure 15.
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Figure 14: A.R. Drone Front Camera Depth Scale Function

Drone Bottom Camera (640x360 or 1280x720 video)
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Figure 15: A.R. Drone Bottom Camera Depth Scale Function
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6.00

3.3 Parrot AR Drone 2.0 C# SDK
The A.R. Drone SDK version 2.0 in C# was based on managed libraries (.dll
files) of original SDK in C code. The C# version of the SDK lacks the ability to provide
some of the important sensor data such as measurements from accelerometers and
gyroscopes, which are important data in dealing with equations of motions of the drone
dynamic system. However, it provides pre-made functions available for higher level
software development for different control devices. This could be the reason why the
research projects dealing with quadcopter dynamics either utilized other versions of
SDK or combine this with custom hardware or external navigation aid such as Vicon
or OptiTrack.
The C# SDK comprises of 8 major sub-system specific categories of scripts:
Avionics, Network Client, Navigation, Infrastructure, Media, Video, Image (FFmpeg),
and Wi-Fi. The Hierarchy of the software is that Wi-Fi related scripts are at the top since
nothing else can be done to the drone if Wi-Fi connection with the drone cannot be
established. There was no need to modify any of the Wi-Fi code for this project.
However, there was a concern related to the Wi-Fi address on the drone. Since it is the
default address for many routers, it clashes with the address of the work space router at
the ORION Lab. Many networking issues were raised during the initial stage of the
research due to this issue. An attempt was made to change the Wi-Fi address but was
not successful. However, a work-around by not needing to utilize the lab router for any
part of the experiment for this project solve the issue.
Right beneath the Wi-Fi script, is the Network Client scripts since it establishes
TCP/UDP network between the drone and the client machine. With-in the client script,
all the network ports for navigation data, video streaming, control, and AT commands
(i.e. real-time control commands over Wi-Fi) were established. However, this high-level
client code is required to be initialized in the “void Start( )” function of Unity
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MonoBehaviour script to start all the threads. In this client code, thread handles from
infrastructure scripts are utilized for multi-thread handles.
Media, Video, and Image (FFmpeg) scripts serve as libraries or pipeline scripts
for unpacking and building media, video, and image files which are called in the Unity
main script. The FFmpeg script is an autogenerated script or wrapper of external
managed libraries (.dll files).
The most useful groups of scripts in this SDK are in Avionics folder and
Navigation Data folder. Within Avionics folder, the range limits of input commands are
set in the relevant parameters such as altitude, roll angle, pitch angle, angular rate, and
vertical speed. Correction values based on the inputs are also calculated to be sent to
the drone in the avionic scripts. Navigation Data, on the other hand, provide feedback
information of the drone states, but only linear velocity values, altitude, and Euler angles.
The limitation of feedback information from the drone prevented the project to explore
the full-dynamics of the drone in predictive display.
As the scripts in C# SDK will not work unless they are initiated in the main
thread of the Unity which is MonoBehaviour. Therefore, it is important to know how
MonoBehaviour scripts work. From the online documentation of Unity3D Manual and
API Script, an observation was made that Unity is a single threaded system. Accordingly,
two scripts containing two separate threads cannot interact with each other at run time.
However, the single main MonoBehaviour thread can contain more than one thread if
time is allowed for each to process and sleep other threads for just a few milliseconds.
Experimentally, it was found that the method mentioned above works more efficiently
than time synchronized coroutines and other advanced methods since the latter may
cause significant lag if timing or synchronization is not properly implemented and tested.
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3.4 Throttle-Joystick Input
The control input devices utilized are Logitech Saitek X52 Pro Throttle-Joystick
combination. The interface software pre-written in C++ code maps and takes in input
values which, in turn, are packed into two different UDP packages by a delay generator
application written also in C++ to send the packages through two different UDP ports.
Unity C# script inside the Display_ARDrone application receives the UDP packages,
maps assigned button or rotation inputs to AT Commands to send to the drone and
generates future path prediction.
This part of receiving joystick packages and input mapping for AT Commands
was added to the sample DroneControl code of Matthias Weise [31]. The control
command logic mapped for the referenced project did not work well when tested on
the drone with joystick input data since the progressive command immediate got
triggered as soon as the drone took off and flew away towards a side-wall. Slightly
different control command map utilized in neuroheadset implementation [12]
demonstrated similar issue. Therefore, the AT Command mapping had to be slightly
updated from the two methods mentioned above with the help of a few additional
Boolean variables.
The control input mapping of the drone commands are as follows. The -Z
button on the left throttle was mapped for take-off command (Take-off) and +Z button
as landing command (L). Rotating throttle level is mapped zero at the center, positive
vertical velocity (+𝑣) when pulled, and negative vertical velocity when pushed. For right
hand Joystick, thumb X-axis coolie was mapped for switching between front camera
(FC) view and bottom camera (BC) view of the drone; pushing the coolie forward will
display the front camera view while pushing it backwards will display the bottom camera
view of the drone on HUD. The Euler angle inputs are mapped on the right joystick as
if a left-handed aircraft body axis were embedded in the right joystick with the positive
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X-axis forward, the positive Y-axis towards the right, and the positive Z axis
downwards. Therefore, positive roll input (+𝜙) will bank to the right, positive pitch
(+𝜃) pulled back, and positive angular velocity similarly to the positive yaw rate(+𝜓̇)
rotates around Z axis towards the right as shown in figure below.

Figure 16: Left-hand Saitek X52 Pro Throttle

Figure 17: Right-hand Saitek X52 Pro Joystick
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3.5 OptiTrack Data Recording
Although OptiTrack data was not utilized for predictive display simulation in
this study, it was utilized to record the flight data of the A.R. Drone 2.0 during
experimental flights to compare them with the navigation data returned from the drone
itself. The OptiTrack Motive was run on a separate computer that is on the same local
network as the control station computer of AHMI. The OptiTrack Motive software was
calibrated, and a rigid body was created based on the infrared reflectors mounted on the
A.R. Drone frame. The real-time position and attitude data along with time stamp was
streamed through NatNet streaming client to the IP address of the machine that the
Motive software is running in the Multicast mode.
On the AHMI control station computer, Unity3D plugin for OptiTrack NatNet
steaming was downloaded and imported. An empty game object was needed to be
created in Unity3D Editor Hierarchy window. Then, OptiTrackStreamingClient script
was attached to the empty game object just created. When the game object in the
“Hierarchy” window is selected at this time, the Connection type along with the local
and server IP address text boxes appears under the “Inspector” window as shown in
Figure 18. The Local address is the IP address of the AHMI control station machine,
and the server address is the IP address of the computer that is running OptiTrack
Motive streaming software. In addition, bone naming system can also be changed to
match the streaming system.
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Figure 18: Set-up in Unity for OptiTrack Data Receiving

To write OptiTrack data to write to a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file, a
few additional lines were needed to be added to the OptitrackStreamingClient script. In
the private variable field, a string variable to store the location of the CSV file to write
the data was created. The CSV file should be saved in the Assets folder to ensure that
the file is assessable by the project file. Then, a string with the values to be written to
the CSV file can be built with commas in between the values. Finally, the string can be
saved to the designated CSV file using File.AppendAllText command. For this
command, System.IO is needed to be added to the namespace field at the top of the
script.

Figure 19: Declaring String Variables and Assigning the Location of the CSV File to Store the
OptiTrack Data
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Figure 20: Building a String of Comma Separated Data and Writing to an Existing CSV File

3.6 Path Prediction
Theoretically, a path prediction algorithm would require investigating the
dynamics of the quadcopter to generate a full set of equations of motions. However, the
dynamics system of the A.R. Drone quadcopter has already investigated and proven
with simulation in the studies of control laws [16] by Buchala. Physical properties and
measurements of this specific A.R. Drone has also been known from the study as listed
in Table 1.
Table 1: A.R. Drone Motor and Propeller Angular Velocity Range [16]
Minimum Angular

Maximum Angular

Velocity [rad/s]

Velocity [rad/s]

Motor

1,084

4,335

Propellers

130

500

Component
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Table 2: Physical Properties of A.R. Drone 2.0 [16]
Physical Properties and Symbols

Values and Units

Mass, m

0.429 kg

Length, l

0.1785 m

Moment of Inertia about

2.237x10-3 kg.m2

X-axis in drone body frame, Ixx
2.985x10-3 kg.m2

Moment of Inertia about
Y-axis in drone body frame, Iyy

4.803x10-3 kg.m2

Moment of Inertia about
Z-axis in drone body frame, Izz
Thrust constant, k

8.048x10-6 N/(rad/s)2

Moment Constant, Cm

2.423x10-7 N/(rad/s)2

Propeller Moment of Inertia, Ir

2.029x10-5 kg.m2

Figure 21: A.R. Drone Rotor Configuration
The input AT commands are being translated to the control parameters by the
drone controller on-board, and the corresponding actuations are achieved by varying
the angular velocities of appropriate combinations of the four drone rotors. To increase
total thrust, all four rotors would have to increase their angular speeds equally to gain
an acceleration upwards that is the opposite direction of gravitational pull towards the
ground. To input positive roll or to move towards positive Y direction, rotors 1 & 2
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should reduce their angular speed and rotors 3 & 4 should increase their angular speed.
To input negative pitch or to move towards positive X direction, rotors 1 & 4 should
reduce their speed and rotors 2 & 3 should increase their angular speed. To yaw to the
right, rotors 2 & 4 should decrease their angular speed while rotors 1 & 3 should increase
their angular speed to create net reaction moment in the positive yaw direction.
Accordingly, the following four equations for Throttle, Roll, Pitch and Yaw controls
could be formed.

Throttle,

𝑈1 = 𝑘[𝛺1 + 𝛺2 + 𝛺3 + 𝛺4 ]

Equation 1

Roll,

𝑈2 =

√2
𝑘𝑙[−𝛺1 − 𝛺2 + 𝛺3 + 𝛺4 ]
2

Equation 2

Pitch,

𝑈3 =

√2
𝑘𝑙[−𝛺1 + 𝛺2 + 𝛺3 − 𝛺4 ]
2

Equation 3

√2
𝑘𝑙[𝛺1 − 𝛺2 + 𝛺3 − 𝛺4 ]
2

Equation 4

Yaw,

𝑈4 =

Where k – thrust constant listed in Table 2, 𝑙 – distance from the center of the
drone to the center of a rotor, and 𝛺1 , 𝛺2 , 𝛺3 , 𝛺4 – angular speeds of rotor 1, 2, 3, &4.
However, the input values of the progressive command which is utilized as the
main control for the drone need to have a correlation with the dynamics of the drone
to generate the states of the drone in the future for predictive display generation.
According to the A.R. drone developer guide [32], the input values are percentages of
the maximum input parameters, and the input parameters are bank angle or roll angle,
tilt angle or pitch angle, angular velocity, and the vertical velocity [32]. Although the
document states that the maximum/minimum ranges of these input values can be
adjusted, no value of default values are given anywhere in the documentation. From
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investigating the SDK code, the altitude range was found to be 0.3-200 m and the other
range found was velocity limit that is 15. However, the velocity limit also seems to be
utilized as the limit for the other input angles as observed from the code. Similar study
in this area [12] also suggested that the ranges of the progressive command input are all
the same as the velocity limit that is found in the code. There seems to be no simple
relationship between the dynamic equations of motions of the drone and the progressive
input command. The study on the A.R. Drone onboard navigation and control system
[30] also agrees on this point. Therefore, predicting the future states of the drone based
on the input values would require more in-depth understanding of the dynamic system
as well as an external position and attitude tracking aid.
For implementation on AHMI, the path prediction algorithm generated for the
predictive display in HUD was mainly based on the available state feedback from the
drone. The navigation data from the drone update the values of the drone attitude or
Euler angles as well as the linear velocity values of the drone every frame. Based on
these current data from the drone and the input data from the joystick without time
delay, future attitude and position values of the drone were estimated.
Since roll and pitch input are percentage values of the maximum angle limit
which is 15 ̊ according to the scripts in SDK, the future angle of these will simply be a
summation of the current angles and the input angles from the non-delay joystick data
(i.e. input percentage angles multiplied by the maximum values). Yaw/ Heading angle
was predicted in the similar manner except that its input is a rate, and, therefore, it was
multiplied with the amount of time delay.

Roll,

𝜙𝑡 = 𝜙 + 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝜙𝑚𝑎𝑥

Equation 5

Pitch,

𝜃𝑡 = 𝜃 + 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥

Equation 6
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Yaw/Heading,

𝜓𝑡 = 𝜓 + 𝜓̇𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝜓̇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

Equation 7

Where, 𝜙𝑡 , 𝜃𝑡 , 𝜓𝑡 – are roll, pitch, and yaw/heading angles in the future
respectively. 𝜙, 𝜃, 𝜓 – are current values of the angles. 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 , 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 , 𝜓̇𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 – are
percentage of the maximum input values for roll angle, pitch angle, and yaw rate
respectively. 𝜙𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝜓̇𝑚𝑎𝑥 – are maximum input values, and 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 – is the time
delay (2 s in this study).
In order to obtain the velocity values will would be used to predict the future
position values of the drone, a case in which the drone receives roll/bank angle and
pitch/tilt angle inputs but not throttle or vertical velocity inputs is considered. An
assumption is made that yaw is not coupled with the other two input angles. Shortly
after the drone has tilted, it will start travelling due to the net velocity resulting from the
bank and/or tilt but will keep at the same altitude since no input given in vertical
direction. In this case, the vertical component of the drone acceleration due to thrust is
the same as that of the gravitational acceleration. From this, the acceleration of the drone
in thrust direction can be calculated and then integrate to obtain the velocity value in
the drone thrust direction. The value is utilized for calculating the linear components of
the velocity to integrate and obtain position data as shown in equations 8-14.

Figure 22: Vector Component Method for Obtaining Acceleration of Motion
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Velocity,

𝑣𝑡 =

𝑔
∗ 𝛥𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑡 )

Equation 8

Velocity x,

𝑣𝑥𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑡 )

Equation 9

Velocity y,

𝑣𝑦𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑡 )

Equation 10

Velocity z,

𝑣𝑧𝑡 = 𝑣𝑧 + 𝑣𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝑣𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

Equation 11

Displacement x,

𝑑𝑥𝑡 = 𝑣𝑥𝑡 ∗ 𝛥𝑡

Equation 12

Displacement y,

𝑑𝑦𝑡 = 𝑣𝑦𝑡 ∗ ∆𝑡

Equation 13

Displacement z,

𝑑𝑧𝑡 = 𝑣𝑧𝑡 ∗ ∆𝑡

Equation 14

Where, 𝑑𝑥𝑡 , 𝑑𝑦𝑡 , 𝑑𝑧𝑡 – are distances to travel in the future time due to the
corresponding velocities 𝑣𝑥𝑡 , 𝑣𝑦𝑡 , and 𝑣𝑧𝑡 . 𝑔 is the gravitation acceleration. 𝑣𝑡 is the
velocity in the thrust direction of the drone in the future.
For rendering purposes, appropriate coordinate transformations needed to be
applied to the results to express them in the corresponding coordinate systems of the
camera rendering the image on the screen. Since the images seen through the drone
cameras are directly rendering on the Unity3D screen, the coordinates of the cameras
are taken to be coincided with that of the rendering screen in Unity3D.
The relationship between the coordinate frame of the front camera and that of
drone body-frame is as follow.
•

The positive-X-direction of the front camera is aligned with the positive-Ydirection of the drone body-frame.

•

The positive-Y-direction of the front camera is aligned with the negative-Zdirection of the drone body-frame but the positive-Z-direction of the drone
velocity-frame.
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•

The positive Z-direction of the front camera (into the screen) is aligned with
the positive-X-direction of the drone body-frame.

•

The origin of the front camera coordinate frame is located at the center of the
rendering screen.

The relationship between the coordinate frame of the bottom camera and that
of drone body-frame is as follow.
•

The positive-X-direction of the bottom camera is aligned with the positive-Ydirection of the drone body-frame.

•

The positive-Y-direction of the bottom camera is aligned with the negative-Xdirection of the drone body-frame but the positive-Z-direction of the drone
velocity-frame.

•

The positive Z-direction of the bottom camera (into the screen) is aligned with
the positive-Z-direction of the drone body-frame.

•

The origin of the bottom camera coordinate frame is located at the center of
the rendering screen.
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4. Experiment Set-up and Procedures
The experimental flight tests for the AHMI software interface were conducted
at the ORION Lab space over three days with 3 participants from the lab team
members. During the experiments, the flight data from the drone and those from the
OptiTrack system were collected to later be compared and analyzed. Faculty advisors
were also invited to test fly the drone with AHMI interface and to provide feedback on
their experience.
The task for the experimental test flight was to fly the A.R. Drone 2.0 from the
control station computer with the throttle-joystick controller through the first-person
drone view with HUD elements. Initially, the drone was landed in the middle of the lab
space facing North (i.e. an opposite site of the target landing pad). The target is a model
of a ship-deck positioned approximately 0.65 meter above the ground to increase the
maneuver requirement for the drone to land on the target as shown in Figure 23. The
task was considered to be completed if the drone was not crushed and was landed on
the target at the end of the flight. The mission was considered to be successful even if
the drone was needed to be landed during the mission and took-off again only through
commands from the control station but not needed to be reset or relocated physically.
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Figure 23: Drone Flight Experiment Set-up

Each experiment began with an explanation of the task that the teleoperator
needed to complete and an overview of the settings in the lab space. Then, the briefing
moved on to the mapping of the throttle-joystick combination controller. Four different
flight scenarios were run of each complete experiment session:
•

one without time delay and without predictive display

•

one without time delay but with predictive display

•

one with time delay and with predictive display

•

one with time delay but without predictive display

Finally, explanation about the elements on the HUD followed.
After the briefing, software set-up for the designated experiment was checked,
connection to the OptiTrack was checked, battery percentage on the drone was checked,
and connection to the drone itself was checked. If participant preferred, one or two
practice run(s) was allowed. After each real experiment flight CSV files with flight data
were saved in a different folder to ensure that they won’t be overwritten by accident.
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Between two experiment flights, the same checking process as the beginning of the
experiment was conducted to ensure proper software configuration was set up.
At the end of experiment flights, participants were asked to provide feedback
on their flight experience with the HUD, controller input devices, and the drone itself.
Although the interface was not ready enough for full human-factor studies, feedback
from the participants addressed unforeseen problems and provided potential solutions
for some of the issues.
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5. Experimental Results and Data Analysis
The results discussed in this section include responses from all the participants
of the flight experiments, three graduate student members of ORION Lab Team and
three faculty advisors. No quantitative data was collected during the experiment except
the flight data from the drone and position and orientation tracking data with
OptiTrack. The reason is that further investigations and improvements are needed to
achieve proper dynamics model of the drone control system implemented on the drone
to implement a proper predictive display for the system. However, comments and
suggestions from the participants of the experiment on the current system and potential
improvements to make in the future are discussed in this section. In addition, one set
of flight data collected for all four experiment scenarios is also analyzed at the end of
this section.
The responses from of the flight experiments can be categorized into three
distinctive categories: the A.R. Drone, the throttle-joystick controller, and the Head-up
Display.
According to the feedback from the flight experiments, the drone drifted
backwards and rotated in the positive yaw direction while hovering and no input was
given. One of the responses stated that the drone response was very sluggish and nonresponsive. Another response also stated that the pitch input was not responsive. From
analyzing the situations during these flights, three potential causes were observed in
addition to the potential flaw in drone sensors: the setting of the experiment, the input
limit, and flaws in the joystick. The setting of the experiment is likely to play a significant
role in the drone drifting backwards or not responding to negative pitch input since the
drone was to be flown towards the target which was located close to a wall reflecting
the airflow from the drone. The reflected airflow might be pushing the drone backwards
and/or to the side, thus, inducing it to yaw. The input limit may also cause the joystick
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to not respond enough or respond too much immediately due to a large dead zone
assigned to the joystick. The last potential cause was a flaw in the joystick since positive
pitch input was shown while the physical joystick is at rest position during a flight
experiment. The joystick needed to be unplugged and its interface rebooted to resolve
the issue.
The participants also had significant comments on the throttle-joystick
combination input device. For those participants who have previous experience using
the combination input device, the mapping of the throttle was reversed compared to
typical mapping for a game device and caused confusion. In addition, throttle input was
mapped for commanding the vertical velocity of the drone and was not zero at its
minimum. This also caused confusion to those who are used to the devices mapped for
gaming. There was also one comment on the joystick input device; the joystick input of
twisting about its vertical axis was mapped for angular velocity or yaw rate input. A
control stick on a real aircraft does not twist but is used in combination with foot pedals;
this would be a cause of confusion for pilots who are used to a flight control system on
a real aircraft. From the responses, a conclusion can be drawn that in-depth human
factor studies are necessary to optimize the mapping of the flight control system devices
for targeted audience. An alternative solution would be to have dedicated training
sessions for the teleoperators to get comfortable with the input devices.
The feedback from the flight experiments also provided a great collection of
points to investigate regarding the HUD. Minor changes and adaptations were made to
the HUD and its script after the first flight experiment for improvements addressing
the feedback from the experiment. The script for animating the yaw indicator was
slightly changed, and altitude indicator was added to the HUD. After the edit, majority
of the participants stated these features to be very useful for navigation purposes.
However, pitch and roll indicators as well as predictive display were not quite as useful
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according to the responses. The potential causes and solutions will be discussed later in
this section.
The responses on the usefulness of the feedback display indicated in green and
predictive display indicated in red color are as follows. For the flights without time delay,
teleoperators only utilized the video feed from the drone and were able to successfully
land the drone on the target. When time delay was added, most teleoperators reported
to utilize the feedback display in green and a few utilized some features from the
predictive display in red. One of the participants reported that the green display was
well-designed, informative, and clear; however, the red predictive display was jittering,
not informative, and distracting. Thus, performance was better with only feedback
display. On the other hand, a few other participants utilized the predictive display. They
also reported that the path prediction was not useful but found the attitude as well as
altitude prediction to be more or less useful. These predictive elements help estimate
the response in the future and are suggested to keep in place till the response elements
catch-up to be more useful. One response stated that the yaw/heading and altitude
predictive indicator were more than enough for the time delay case.
From qualitative results of the flight experiments, a conclusion can be drawn
that improvements are necessary in all three categories: the drone, the input device, and
the predictive display. Utilizing a drone with better quality sensors, software package,
and documentation would likely eliminate the uncertainties due to estimations and
assumptions made in the current project. A dedicated study on human factors for input
devices and their mappings for specific dynamic system (i.e. a quadcopter in this case)
and for specific audience could also improve the flight experience significantly. Finally,
the predictive display also needs to be improved with better data handling to eliminate
jittering effects due to noise.
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An analysis on two sets of the quantitative data collected will be discussed below;
one data set was collected during a flight without delay and without predictive display
while the other was collected during a flight with delay but without predictive display.
Prior to the discussion on the data, a few important points need to be noted about the
data. There are two sets of data collected with two separate C# Mono scripts in the
same Unity3D project. The OptiTrack client script is collecting the drone position and
attitude data streaming from the OptiTrack Motive directly with its high-resolution
timer and frame rate while the drone client script is collecting drone navigation data at
a different time resolution and frame rate. The two data sets also uses different inertial
frame; however, a convenient relationship can be found between the two inertial frames
since the drone always started facing magnetic North. The positive X axis of the
OptiTrack coordinate system aligns with that of the typical aerospace and maritime
inertial frame of North-East-Down system when yaw heading off-set is being mitigated.
The other two axes, however, requires to be transformed with a rotational matrix about
the common X axis.

Figure 24: Relationship between the OptiTrack Coordinate System to the North-East-Down Inertial
Frame
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The rotation matrix about X-axis as follows:
1
𝑅𝑋 (𝜗) = [0
0

0
0
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗) −𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜗)]
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜗) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗)

Equation 15

Thus, the transformed Euler angles and the positions with respective to the
inertial frame becomes as follows. In addition to the transformation, corresponding
offsets were applied in the MATLAB code for each set of data.
𝜙𝐼 = 𝜙𝑂𝑇

Equation 16

𝜃𝐼 = 𝜃𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗) − 𝜓𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜗)

Equation 17

𝜓𝐼 = 𝜃𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜗) + 𝜓𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗)

Equation 18

𝑋𝐼 = 𝑋𝑂𝑇

Equation 19

𝑌𝐼 = 𝑌𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗) − 𝑍𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜗)

Equation 20

𝑍𝐼 = 𝑌𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜗) + 𝑍𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗)

Equation 21

However, the rotation about the X axis is positive 90 ̊; thus, sin(90) = 1 and
cos(90) = 0. Accordingly, the transformation becomes simply the following.

𝜃𝐼 = −𝜓𝑂𝑇

Equation 22

𝜓𝐼 = 𝜃𝑂𝑇

Equation 23

𝑌𝐼 = −𝑍𝑂𝑇

Equation 24

𝑍𝐼 = 𝑌𝑂𝑇

Equation 25
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A set of data for all four test configurations from the OptiTrack Motive
streaming and that from the drone were plotted together as shown in Figure 26-30.
Since the two sets of data were taken separately with different framerates, there is a
face shift between them when plotted together on a single figure in MATLAB.
However, qualitative differences in the trends of the two data sets can be observed in
the combined plots shown in Figure 25-Figure 28. The key findings from the plots
were as follows.
•

The time taken to complete the task was longer for the test configuration with
time delay than for the test configuration without time delay by approximately
two times.

•

The OptiTrack data are more precise since the system can track at a higher
frame rate and can detect the real-life position.

•

The OptiTrack data require more aggressive data averaging than the drone
data for eliminating spikes in the data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 25: Altitude Data from OptiTrack and Drone during a Flight Experiment with Time
Delay and with Predictive Display

The OptiTrack data can display the increase or decrease of the drone altitude
and the real-life altitude of the drone at landing since the system directly tracks the
position of the drone. The sensor on the drone, specifically the ultrasound sensor cannot
detect a change in altitude much if the drone climbs over an object or a reflection surface
higher than the ground. That is why the drone data indicates that the altitude of the
drone is zero at the time of landing although the landing pad is located approximately
0.65 m above the ground. Uneven ground of reflection surfaces could also be
responsible for some portion of the noises in the drone altitude data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 26: Heading Angle Data from OptiTrack and Drone during a Flight Experiment with
Time Delay and with Predictive Display

The difference in the heading data from the OptiTrack data set and that from
the drone data sets as shown in Figure 26 is a proof that the drone was yawing without
given an input at certain times during the flight experiments. Although the drone data
shows that the drone was keeping a heading, it was yawing in reality. One point to note
is that in sub-figure (c), there is a spike from positive 200 ̊+ to negative 100 ̊- in the
OptiTrack Data. The cause of the spike could be due to singularities in the rotations
since the attitude data were returned as Quaternions and were converted to Euler angles
during post processing of the data; Euler angles suffer from singularities.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 27: Pitch Angle Data from OptiTrack and Drone during a Flight Experiment with Time
Delay and with Predictive Display

Both of the data sets from the OptiTrack and that from the drone for the pitch
angle as well as the roll angle are very noisy. The data were already averaged out by 300
and 200 data points for the OptiTrack data and the drone data respectively for
eliminating the spikes. That is why the path prediction values utilizing these angles were
very noisy. In addition, drifts in the pitch angle as well as the roll angle can be observed
in the OptiTrack pitch angle data in sub-figure (c) of Figure 27 and Figure 28. The subfigure (c) showed more significant drifts in these attitude angles since it was the data for
the test configuration with the time delay and the predictive display. Accordingly, a
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conclusion can be drawn that the noisy data caused the path prediction display to be
jittering and distracting to the teleoperator instead of aiding with a stable constructive
information.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 28: Roll Angle Data from OptiTrack and Drone during a Flight Experiment with Time
Delay and with Predictive Display
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6. Lessons Learned
There were many unforeseen obstacles and issues throughout the process of
AHMI development. This development study dealt with many different aspects of
engineering and science special cases, and hardware as well as software that are new and
still improving significantly over the period of this project. Accordingly, most of the
technical challenges were not initially considered.
The platforms utilized for the study, Unity3D game engine and A.R. Drone 2.0,
are highly popular in the fields of study on trajectory generation and implementation of
control system as well as physical controller such as HMD or neuroheadset. Trajectory
generation and control system projects are mostly done in Matlab/Simulink
environment for easy access to computational toolboxes while physical controller
implementation projects utilize Unity3D game engine. This project, however, is a hybrid
of both fields and utilizes Unity3D game engine with C# script and Mono & .Net 4.0
framework because real-time UDP communication in Simulink was observed to have
unexpected lagging and package drops for this particular case. On the other hand, there
are not much variety of choices for mathematical computations in C#. If the predictive
path generation is to incorporate full-state equations of motion, ODE solvers will need
to be implemented. Although there are a few commercially available C# libraries for
solving ODE, computing the solutions in real-time would be a challenge to be
overcome.
On the other hand, the lack of technical documentation on the A.R drone
created many unpredicted obstacles during the development. The only official
documentation on the drone found was the Developer’s Guide document. It does not
have detailed specifications of the hardware or software onboard. In addition, the C#
version of the SDK supports only minimal functionalities with little comments in the
codes. The problem of not having necessary data led to significant uncertainties in the
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estimated data and insufficiency of data accuracy for predictive display. For this matter,
external data acquisition method such as OptiTrack could have been utilized for
obtaining the drone states. Nevertheless, there is no proven way to properly incorporate
the external data with the drone dynamics unless the entire drone controller is
customized with known parameters.
Another lesson learned from this project is the capacities of the drone batteries
are long enough for as many as two flights, but the batteries took about an hour or more
to be fully charged. Any future done related studies with flight experiment should be
prepared with many back-up batteries and charges or by scheduling wisely to let the
experiment run smoothly while allowing sufficient time for the batteries to be fully
recharged.
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7. Conclusion and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusion
Despite many unforeseen challenges and limitations, the AHMI framework has
successfully been set-up in Unity3D and tested multiple times. The interface scripts in
combination with the A.R. Drone SDK scripts establish a Wi-Fi connection with the
drone as well as an ethernet connection with the local network of the ORION Lab (i.e.
ORION Net, which enables the control station computer running the interface to
communicate with other computers in the lab). In addition, the interface can receive
UDP data from the joystick application at the same time without noticeable delay or
packet loss.
The network communication part of the interface algorithm is an integral part
and was challenging due to the necessity to find a work-around for implementing
multithreads to the single-thread system of the Unity3D project or application. Path
prediction display, however, did not reach the goal of mitigating the effects of a userdefined time delay. Although a simple geometric method was utilized for generating
predictive states based on the input values and the current drone data , the results was
not good enough to be useful mainly due to the noisy data and the lack of access to the
technical details of the on-board drone sensors and controller.
The interface is relatively easy to be adapted and expanded due to the flexibility
of Unity3D game engine. Certain elements or objects on the HUD can be hidden or
disable as needed for a specific experiment set-up, testing certain portion of the script
behind corresponding objects. Scripts can also be modified without effecting the
elements on the HUD for different test cases with different dynamic systems. Therefore,
the interface meets the goal of easy adaptability and expandability.
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Since the predictive display algorithm did not work as expected, a full evaluation
of HUD with flight experiment could not be done. However, several flight experiments
were run with volunteers who are flight mechanics experts to collect quantitative
feedback and comments on the performance of the interface and suggestions for
improvements. Therefore, the aim to conduct a human-in-the-loop experiment for
evaluating the HUD and the whole interface was only partially fulfilled due to the
challenges remaining to be resolved.
The remaining challenges to be explored are generating a detailed algorithm for
path prediction of a quadcopter, a real-time data filter, and a better combination of
HUD elements to provide the teleoperator with a more constructive information.
Additional C# functions and/or infrastructure scripts are also needed to obtain more
data from the drone on-board sensors.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
From the experimental results of the AHMI development version, observations
were made that the onboard sensors on the drone are too noisy for the predictive path
display. In addition, the issue of identifying the parameters of the drone control
implemented onboard was stated.
Accordingly, a suggestion on future work is to use a more stable drone with
better technical documentation and/or software development support and design and
implement a customize controller for the drone, so that the control parameters will be
known. In addition, the customization of the controller could potentially improve the
stability of the drone and include disturbance rejection features. The states of the drone
for the controller could be obtained from an external system such as OptiTrack for
indoor version or an additional tracking device such as a Global Position System (GPS)
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for outdoor version. With the information, a model-based observer or a Kalman filter
can be built for generation of predictive trajectory.
Another option is to create a flight trajectory based on the position of the drone
and the target and let the teleoperator control the input to stay in the flight trajectory;
in this case, the control of the teleoperator would be similar to that of the autonomous
trajectory controller when following the path but will have the authority not to for
reasons such as obstacle avoidance that may not necessarily included in trajectory
generation. The latter case, nonetheless, would require the information of the initial
states of the drone and the target or the landing path.
One of the other aspects of improvements can be done is taking advantage of
the graphics capabilities of the Unity3D game engine. Lower level graphics control can
be utilized to improve visual aids of the HUD elements. Another important suggestion
for study is human factors for both HUD and control command mapping for the
specific test system (i.e. a quadcopter in this project).
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Appendix A – AHMI Operation Manual
System Requirements and Software Versions
The interface was developed and tested on ORION3 computer with Windows 7
professional version. The machine runs on 64-bit system type with 8.00 GB RAM. Since the
interface was developed based on libraries and codes from many different sources, it may not
be compatible with a different version of Windows or operating system type.
The final version of Unity3D project was run and tested on version 2018.2Of2 Personal
(64bit). Upgrading Unity3D software should not cause any compatibility issue for this particular
project; however, running the project on an older version of the software may cause issues due
to missing features from the new version. The scripting editor utilized for the project was Visual
Studio 2017 with .Net4.0. Unity3D application do not need the editor to be running; however,
applications are not capable of saving the flight data. Running the experiment from Unity3D
Editor will allow changing settings, configurations, and saving files easily but will require better
knowledge of the Editor not to make unintended changes. Please refer to development record
in Subsystem Journal document for in-depth development history along with notes on specific
codes, features, solutions, and proposals to known issues.

Setting-up for an Experiment
The development version of the interface includes four different categories to set-up for an
experiment:
1. Joystick Interface
2. A.R. Drone 2.0
3. Head-up Display
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Section 1: Joystick Interface
All the necessary files for running the joystick interface are stored in the folder called “Complete
Joystick Interface”. Follow the following order of procedure to set-up the joystick interface.
•

Double click “Complete Joystick Interface” folder
o

Double click “Multi-Controller Interface” folder
▪

Double click “Debug” folder
•

Double click “Controller-Adaptor” application
o

When “Third Eye Control 1.1” window pops-up,
choose “Saitek X 52 Throttle” for LH-Input Device
and “Joystick” for RH-Input Device. (If different
input-devices

were

used,

choose

appropriate

devices.)
o

Then, click “OK”. See figure below.

Figure 29: Joystick Interface Window
o

Then “Control Interface LH RH” will pop-up. Now,
if you click give an input from the connected devices,
respective visual buttons should lit-up. See Figure
below.
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Figure 30: Joystick Interface GUI
Joystick interface set-up is completed!

Section 2: A.R. Drone 2.0
For each test flight, use a fully charged battery which lasts approximately 10 minutes of
flight with video feed. First, remove the foam cover from the drone by lifting the back side
(opposite side of the front camera) of the cover while holding down the drone frame as shown
in the figure below.

Figure 31: Removing AR Drone In-Door Cover
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Then, place the battery in its socket and strap it securely. Next, connect the battery wire
connector to the corresponding connector on the drone. See figure below.

Figure 32: Strap A.R. Drone Battery Secure and Connect the Battery Connectors
Wait a few seconds for the drone to initiate. Each rotor of the drone will initiate, and
their LED lights will turn green.

Figure 33: A.R. Drone Initialization or in Boot-Strap Mode with Red LED Lights

Figure 34: A.R. Drone Initialized with Green LED Lights
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In the case of a crash or unexpected error, the LED lights may turn red. In that case,
the done should be reset by disconnecting and reconnecting the battery. When the drone has
initialized, place the form cover before start flying to minimize damage especially when flying
indoors.
The drone set-up is completed!

Section 3: Head-Up Display
Within the folder called “Display_ARDrone_MostUpdated_Apps”, there are four
different folders for four different interface set-ups:
•
•
•
•

Interface without time delay and without prediction display
Interface without time delay but with prediction display
Interface with time delay but without prediction display
Interface with time delay and without prediction display

Double click on the folder of desired set-up to access the Unity3D application.
To run the application, simply double click on the Unity3D application called
“Display_ARDrone”. When the following window pops-up, choose appropriate settings for
your monitor screen and desired graphic quality. Then, simply click “Play!”

Figure 35: A.R. Drone Display Initialization Window
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If Windowed box is selected, the following window will pop-up.

Figure 36: Drone Front Camera View in AHMI HUD with Windowed Option of App
If Windowed box is not selected, the game scene will fill the whole chosen display
screen as seen below.

Figure 37: A.R. Drone Front Camera View through AHMI HUD Full-Screen Mode
To exit the application, simply hit “Esc” key from keyboard. Exiting the application
will take about 20-30 seconds.
This is the end of the user manual for Adaptable-Human-Machine-Interface Development
Version.
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Appendix B – Scripts
B.1 Main Script for Drone Control and Rendering Predictive Display
using UnityEngine;
//Imported Scripts
using AR.Drone.Client;
using AR.Drone.Video;
using AR.Drone.Data;
using AR.Drone.Data.Navigation;
using FFmpeg.AutoGen;
using NativeWifi;
//Joystick Related Namespaces
using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Net;
using System.Net.Sockets;
using System.Threading;
using ReceiveStruct;
//Additional
using System.Collections;
public class Main : MonoBehaviour {
#region PublicVariables
// Plane on which the main camera is mapped
public Renderer MainRenderer;
// Ambient Light
public Light[] AmbientLights;
// Status text
public TextMesh StatusText;
// Wifi status
public TextMesh WifiText;
public TextMesh WifiChart;
public int maxChartBars = 20;
#endregion
#region DroneInitialization
// Indicate that the drone is landed
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private bool isLanded = true;
// Indicates that the startButton is Pressed
private bool startButtonPressed = false;
// Indicate drone state
private bool isFlying = false;
#endregion
#region PrivateVariables
// Texture used for the camera content
private Texture2D cameraTexture;
// A black texture used for the inactive plane
private Texture2D blackTexture;
// byte array which will be filled by the camera data
private byte[] data;
// Drone variables
private VideoPacketDecoderWorker
videoPacketDecoderWorker;
private DroneClient droneClient;
private NavigationData navigationData;
// Width and height if the camera
private int width = 640;
private int height = 360;
// wlanclient for signal strength
private WlanClient client;
#endregion
#region JoystickRelated
//Joystick Related
Thread NoDelayThread;
Thread DelayThread;
UdpClient NoDelayClient;
UdpClient DelayClient;
int NoDelayPort;
int DelayPort;
NoDelayStruct NoDelayData = new NoDelayStruct();
DelayStruct DelayData = new DelayStruct();
private byte[] NoDelayBytes;
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private byte[] DelayBytes;
private bool NoDelayReceived = false;
private bool DelayReceived = false;
#endregion
#region VariablesForCalculations
public TextMesh RollText;
public TextMesh PitchText;
public TextMesh YawText;
public TextMesh RollPText;
public TextMesh PitchPText;
public TextMesh YawPText;
private float Euler_Yaw;
private float Euler_Pitch;
private float Euler_Roll;
//private string StToWrite_Drone;
//private string path_Drone =
@"C:\Users\ORION3\Desktop\MNC\Display_ARDrone_MostUpdated\Ass
ets\CSV_DroneNavData_w_Delay_w_Display.csv";
private float Vx;
private float Vy;
private float Vz;
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

previousYaw;
currentYaw;
deltaYaw;
previousTime;
currentTime;
deltaTime;
YawRate;
DTime;

private float Euler_YawRate_Linear;
private float Euler_Yaw_Linear;
private float Euler_Pitch_Linear;
private float DroneCommandActiveTime;
private float NoDelayCommandActiveTime;
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//Predictor Variables
public float Delay = 2.0f; //[s]
private float Max = 15.0f;
private float Min = -15.0f;
private
private
private
private
private

float
float
float
float
float

predictor_Roll;
predictor_Pitch;
predictor_Pitch_Linear;
predictor_Yaw;
predictor_Yaw_Linear;

private
private
private
private
private

float predictor_Vx;
float predictor_Vy;
float predictor_Vz;
float predictor_V;
UnityEngine.Vector3 predictor_V3;

private float predictor_Dx1;
private float predictor_Dy1;
private float predictor_Dz1;
private float predictor_Dx2;
private float predictor_Dy2;
private float predictor_Dz2;
private bool PredictionFrontCam = false;
private bool PredictionBottomCam = false;
private bool PredictionReset = false;
private
private
private
private

float
float
float
float

FCam_Dz1;
FCam_Dz2;
BCam_Dz1;
BCam_Dz2;

private float AltitudePredicted;
private float AltitudeFeedback;
private float previousTimeperFrame;
#endregion
#region gameobjects
public GameObject Indicator;
public GameObject Roll;
public GameObject Indicator_Predicted;
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public GameObject Roll_Predicted;
public GameObject Forward_1s;
public GameObject Forward_2s;
public GameObject YawP;
public GameObject Yaw;
public GameObject AltFeedback;
public GameObject AltPredicted;
#endregion
// Use this for initialization
void Start() {
// initialize data array
data = new byte[width * height * 3];
// set textures
MainRenderer.material.mainTexture = blackTexture;
cameraTexture = new Texture2D(width, height);
blackTexture = new Texture2D(1, 1);
blackTexture.SetPixel(0, 0, Color.black);
blackTexture.Apply();
// Initialize drone
videoPacketDecoderWorker = new
VideoPacketDecoderWorker(PixelFormat.BGR24, true,
OnVideoPacketDecoded);
videoPacketDecoderWorker.Start();
droneClient = new DroneClient("192.168.1.1");
droneClient.UnhandledException +=
HandleUnhandledException;
droneClient.VideoPacketAcquired +=
OnVideoPacketAcquired;
droneClient.NavigationDataAcquired += navData =>
navigationData = navData;
videoPacketDecoderWorker.UnhandledException +=
HandleUnhandledException;
droneClient.Start();
// activate main drone camera
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switchDroneCamera(AR.Drone.Client.Configuration.VideoChannelT
ype.Vertical);
// determine connection
client = new WlanClient();
//Joystick Threads initilization
ReceiveNoDelayData();
ReceiveDelayData();
}
// Update is called once per frame
void Update()
{
convertCameraData();
getVelocityData();
GetPredictorValues();
//testing commant input nature (This was the working
one commented October 21, 2018 MChan)
if (Input.GetKeyDown("u") || NoDelayData.button19 >
0)
{
startButtonPressed = true;
//Debug.Log("startButtonPressed is " +
startButtonPressed.ToString());
if (startButtonPressed && isLanded)
{
isFlying = true;
//Debug.Log("isFlying" +
isFlying.ToString());
droneClient.Takeoff();
isLanded = false;
}
}
else if (Input.GetKeyDown("d") ||
NoDelayData.button20 > 0)
{
startButtonPressed = false;
//Debug.Log("startButtonPressed is " +
startButtonPressed.ToString());
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isFlying = false;
//Debug.Log("isFlying" + isFlying.ToString());
droneClient.Land();
isLanded = true;
}
//Move the drone with progressive mode which only
works when the drone is in the air (Comment this out for
Delay Experiment)
var pitch = NoDelayData.jsy_rot;
var roll = NoDelayData.jsx_rot;
var gaz = NoDelayData.jsz;
var yaw = NoDelayData.jsz_rot;
//Move the drone with progressive mode which only
works when the drone is in the air (Use this for Delay
Experiment)
/*var pitch = DelayData.jsy_rot;
var roll = DelayData.jsx_rot;
var gaz = DelayData.jsz;
var yaw = DelayData.jsz_rot;*/
//If the following conditional statments are not
applied, drone moves uncontrollably when takeing-off.
if (pitch == 0 && roll == 0 && yaw == 0 && gaz == 0)
{
droneClient.Hover();
DroneCommandActiveTime = 0;
}
else
{
droneClient.Progress(AR.Drone.Client.Command.FlightMode.Progr
essive, roll: roll, pitch: pitch, yaw: yaw, gaz: gaz);
DroneCommandActiveTime += Time.deltaTime;
}
//Debug.Log("command Active Time:" +
CommandActiveTime.ToString()+",
Altitude[m]:"+navigationData.Altitude.ToString()+", Yaw
Rate:"+ Euler_Yaw.ToString()+",
Pitch:"+Euler_Pitch.ToString()+",
Roll:"+Euler_Roll.ToString());
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if(NoDelayData.jsx_rot == 0 && NoDelayData.jsy_rot ==
0 && NoDelayData.jsz_rot == 0 && NoDelayData.jsz == 0)
{
NoDelayCommandActiveTime = 0;
}
else
{
NoDelayCommandActiveTime += Time.deltaTime;
}
// exit application
if (Input.GetKeyDown("escape")) //Removed Button
State from the Input
Application.Quit();
// set status text
if (navigationData != null)
{
previousTimeperFrame = Time.deltaTime;
Euler_Yaw = navigationData.Yaw * 180.0f /
Mathf.PI;
//Convert to degrees (Feedback)
Euler_Pitch = navigationData.Pitch * 180.0f /
Mathf.PI;
//Convert to degrees (Feedback)
Euler_Roll = navigationData.Roll * 180.0f /
Mathf.PI;
//Convert to degrees (Feedback)
AltitudeFeedback = navigationData.Altitude *
1.44f;
Euler_Pitch_Linear = Euler_Pitch * 0.4f / 10.0f;
//0.4 Unity units per 10 degrees of angle
Euler_Yaw_Linear = Euler_Yaw * 0.4f / 10.0f;
//0.4 Unity units per 10 degrees of Yaw
/*StatusText.text = string.Format("Battery: {0} %
\nYaw: {1:f} \nPitch: {2:f} \nRoll: {3:f} \nAltitude: {4} m",
navigationData.Battery.Percentage, Euler_Yaw, Euler_Pitch,
Euler_Roll,
navigationData.Altitude);*/
StatusText.text = string.Format("Battery: {0} %",
navigationData.Battery.Percentage);
//Built a string and write Flight data from the
drone to CSV file.
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/* StToWrite_Drone =
navigationData.Time.ToString() + "," +
navigationData.Altitude.ToString() + ","
+ Euler_Roll.ToString() + "," +
Euler_Pitch.ToString() + "," + Euler_Yaw.ToString() + ","
+ navigationData.Velocity.X.ToString() + ","
+ navigationData.Velocity.Y.ToString() + "," +
navigationData.Velocity.Z.ToString()+","
+
NoDelayData.jsx_rot.ToString()+","+NoDelayData.jsy_rot.ToStri
ng()+","+NoDelayData.jsz_rot.ToString()+","+NoDelayData.jsz.T
oString()+","+NoDelayCommandActiveTime.ToString();
File.AppendAllText(path_Drone, StToWrite_Drone +
Environment.NewLine);*/
}

Indicator_Predicted.transform.eulerAngles = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(0, 0, -predictor_Roll);
Roll_Predicted.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(0, predictor_Pitch_Linear, 0);
YawP.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Yaw_Linear, 0, 0);
AltPredicted.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(-12.2f, AltitudePredicted, 0);
// determine wifi strength
determineWifiStrength();
//round to 2 decimal places
Euler_Roll = Mathf.Round(Euler_Roll * 100.0f) /
100.0f;
Euler_Pitch = Mathf.Round(Euler_Pitch * 100.0f) /
100.0f;
Euler_Yaw = Mathf.Round(Euler_Yaw * 100.0f) / 100.0f;
//Change the display texts in the boxes.
RollText.text = string.Format("{0}", Euler_Roll);
PitchText.text = string.Format("{0}", Euler_Pitch);
YawText.text = string.Format("{0}", Euler_Yaw);
//round to 2 decimal places
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predictor_Roll = Mathf.Round(predictor_Roll * 100.0f)
/ 100.0f;
predictor_Pitch = Mathf.Round(predictor_Pitch *
100.0f) / 100.0f;
predictor_Yaw = Mathf.Round(predictor_Yaw * 100.0f) /
100.0f;
//Change the diaplay text in the boxes.
RollPText.text = string.Format("{0}",
predictor_Roll);
PitchPText.text = string.Format("{0}",
predictor_Pitch);
YawPText.text = string.Format("{0}", predictor_Yaw);
//Get Linear scale to represent scale of the screen.
//GetScaledInLinear();
//Move the Display Elements
Indicator.transform.eulerAngles = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(0, 0, -Euler_Roll);
Roll.transform.position = new UnityEngine.Vector3(0,
Euler_Pitch_Linear, 0);
Yaw.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(Euler_Yaw_Linear, 0,0);
AltFeedback.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(-12.2f, AltitudeFeedback, 0);
// Switch drone camera
// Maybe replace NoDelayData.jsx with DelayData.jsx
for experiment with delay data
if (Input.GetKeyDown("b") || NoDelayData.jsx < 0)
{
MainRenderer.material.mainTexture =
cameraTexture;
switchDroneCamera(AR.Drone.Client.Configuration.VideoChannelT
ype.Vertical);
PredictionFrontCam = false;
}
// Maybe replace NoDelayData.jsx with DelayData.jsx
for experiment with delay data
else if (Input.GetKeyDown("f") || NoDelayData.jsx >
0)
{
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MainRenderer.material.mainTexture =
cameraTexture;
switchDroneCamera(AR.Drone.Client.Configuration.VideoChannelT
ype.Horizontal);
PredictionFrontCam = true;
}
if(PredictionFrontCam == false)
{
//Refer to Camera depth scaling experiment excel
sheet
FCam_Dz1 = 8.1091f * predictor_Dz1 + 1.8f;
FCam_Dz2 = 8.1091f * predictor_Dz2 + 1.8f;
//prediction for bottom camera.
Forward_1s.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Dy1, -predictor_Dx1, FCam_Dz1);
Forward_2s.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Dy2, -predictor_Dx2, FCam_Dz2);
}
else if(PredictionFrontCam == true)
{
//Refer to Camera depth scaling experiment excel
sheet
BCam_Dz1 = 6.4545f * predictor_Dx1 + 1.15f;
BCam_Dz2 = 6.4545f * predictor_Dx2 + 1.15f;
Forward_1s.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Dy1, predictor_Dz1, BCam_Dz1);
Forward_2s.transform.position = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Dy2, predictor_Dz2, BCam_Dz2);
}
}
// Called if the gameobject is destroyed
void OnDestroy()
{
droneClient.Land();
droneClient.Stop();
droneClient.Dispose();
videoPacketDecoderWorker.Stop();
videoPacketDecoderWorker.Dispose();
}
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/// <summary>
/// Log the unhandled exception.
/// </summary>
// <param name="arg1">Arg1.</param>
// <param name="arg2">Arg2.</param>
void HandleUnhandledException(object arg1,
System.Exception arg2)
{
Debug.Log(arg2);
}
/// <summary>
/// Switchs the drone camera.
/// </summary>
// <param name="Type">Video channel type.</param>
private void
switchDroneCamera(AR.Drone.Client.Configuration.VideoChannelT
ype Type)
{
var configuration = new
AR.Drone.Client.Configuration.Settings();
configuration.Video.Channel = Type;
droneClient.Send(configuration);
}
#region ConvertCameraData
/// <summary>
/// Converts the camera data to a color array and applies
it to the texture.
/// </summary>
private void convertCameraData()
{
int r = 0;
int g = 0;
int b = 0;
int total = 0;
var colorArray = new Color32[data.Length / 3];
for (var i = 0; i < data.Length; i += 3)
{
colorArray[i / 3] = new Color32(data[i + 2],
data[i + 1], data[i + 0], 1);
r += data[i + 2];
g += data[i + 1];
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b += data[i + 0];
total++;
}
r /= total;
g /= total;
b /= total;
cameraTexture.SetPixels32(colorArray);
cameraTexture.Apply();
foreach (Light in AmbientLights)
light.color = new
Color32(System.Convert.ToByte(r), System.Convert.ToByte(g),
System.Convert.ToByte(b), 1);
}
#endregion
#region Video
/// <summary>
/// Determines what happens if a video packet is
acquired.
/// </summary>
// <param name="packet">Packet.</param>
private void OnVideoPacketAcquired(VideoPacket packet)
{
if (videoPacketDecoderWorker.IsAlive)
{
videoPacketDecoderWorker.EnqueuePacket(packet);
}
}
/// <summary>
/// Determines what happens if a video packet is decoded.
/// </summary>
// <param name="frame">Frame.</param>
private void OnVideoPacketDecoded(VideoFrame frame)
{
data = frame.Data;
}
/// <summary>
/// Determine the wifi strength.
/// </summary>
private void determineWifiStrength()
{
int signalQuality = 0;
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foreach (WlanClient.WlanInterface wlanIface in
client.Interfaces)
{
try
{
signalQuality =
(int)wlanIface.CurrentConnection.wlanAssociationAttributes.wl
anSignalQuality;
}
catch (System.Exception e)
{
Debug.Log("No Wifi Connection");
}
}
if (signalQuality != 0)
{
WifiChart.text = new string('|', signalQuality /
(100 / maxChartBars));
WifiText.text = "Wifi: " +
signalQuality.ToString() + "%";
}
else
{
WifiChart.text = "";
WifiText.text = "Wifi: 0%";
}
}
#endregion
#region Joystick
//Receive Joystick Data
void ReceiveNoDelayData()
{
NoDelayThread = new Thread(new
ThreadStart(NoDelayReceive));
NoDelayThread.IsBackground = true;
NoDelayThread.Start();
}
void ReceiveDelayData()
{
DelayThread = new Thread(new
ThreadStart(DelayReceive));
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DelayThread.IsBackground = true;
DelayThread.Start();
}
public void NoDelayReceive()
{
NoDelayPort = 20002;
try
{
NoDelayClient = new UdpClient(NoDelayPort);
while (true)
{
IPEndPoint NoDelayEP = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse("127.0.0.1"), NoDelayPort);
NoDelayBytes = NoDelayClient.Receive(ref
NoDelayEP);
GetNoDelayData(NoDelayBytes);
NoDelayReceived = true;
Thread.Sleep(10);
}
}
catch (Exception e)
{
Debug.Log("NoDelay Error Exception.");
}
}
public void DelayReceive()
{
DelayPort = 30002;
try
{
DelayClient = new UdpClient(DelayPort);
while (true)
{
IPEndPoint DelayEP = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse("127.0.0.1"), DelayPort);
DelayBytes = DelayClient.Receive(ref
DelayEP);
GetDelayData(DelayBytes);
DelayReceived = true;
Thread.Sleep(10);
}
}
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catch (Exception e)
{
Debug.Log("Delay Error Exception.");
}
}
private void GetNoDelayData(byte[] jsReceive)
{
using (MemoryStream inputStream = new
MemoryStream(jsReceive))
using (BinaryReader reader = new
BinaryReader(inputStream))
{
NoDelayData.timedelay = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.receiverIP = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.receiverPort = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.localPort = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.jsx = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.jsy = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.jsz = reader.ReadInt32() / 1000.00f;
NoDelayData.jsx_rot = reader.ReadInt32() /
1000.00f;
NoDelayData.jsy_rot = reader.ReadInt32() /
1000.00f;
NoDelayData.jsz_rot = reader.ReadInt32() /
1000.00f;
NoDelayData.coolie = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button1 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button2 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button3 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button4 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button5 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button6 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button7 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button8 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button9 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button10 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button11 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button12 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button13 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button14 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button15 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button16 = reader.ReadInt32();
NoDelayData.button17 = reader.ReadInt32();
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NoDelayData.button18
NoDelayData.button19
NoDelayData.button20
NoDelayData.button21
NoDelayData.button22
NoDelayData.button23
NoDelayData.button24
NoDelayData.button25
NoDelayData.button26
NoDelayData.button27
NoDelayData.button28
NoDelayData.button29
NoDelayData.button30
NoDelayData.button31
NoDelayData.button32

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();
reader.ReadInt32();

}
}
private void GetDelayData(byte[] jReceive)
{
using (MemoryStream inputStream = new
MemoryStream(jReceive))
using (BinaryReader reader = new
BinaryReader(inputStream))
{
DelayData.timedelay = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.receiverIP = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.receiverPort = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.localPort = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.jsx = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.jsy = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.jsz = reader.ReadInt32() / 1000.00f;
DelayData.jsx_rot = reader.ReadInt32() /
1000.00f;
DelayData.jsy_rot = reader.ReadInt32() /
1000.00f;
DelayData.jsz_rot = reader.ReadInt32() /
1000.00f;
DelayData.coolie = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button1 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button2 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button3 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button4 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button5 = reader.ReadInt32();
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DelayData.button6 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button7 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button8 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button9 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button10 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button11 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button12 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button13 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button14 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button15 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button16 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button17 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button18 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button19 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button20 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button21 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button22 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button23 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button24 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button25 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button26 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button27 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button28 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button29 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button30 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button31 = reader.ReadInt32();
DelayData.button32 = reader.ReadInt32();
}
}
#endregion
private void getVelocityData()
{
//Get Velocity Data for calclations current data
if (navigationData != null)
{
Vx = navigationData.Velocity.X;
Vy = navigationData.Velocity.Y;
Vz = navigationData.Velocity.Z;
//Debug.Log("Vx:" + Vx + " Vy:" + Vy + " Vz:" +
Vz);
}
}
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#region Prediction
// The followings are for predictions
private void GetPredictorValues()
{
Thread.Sleep(1);
predictor_Roll = Euler_Roll + NoDelayData.jsx_rot *
Max;
predictor_Pitch = Euler_Pitch + NoDelayData.jsy_rot *
Max;
predictor_Yaw = Euler_Yaw + NoDelayData.jsz_rot * Max
* Delay;
predictor_Pitch_Linear = predictor_Pitch * 0.4f /
10.0f;
predictor_Yaw_Linear = predictor_Yaw * 0.4f / 10.0f;
if(navigationData != null)
{
AltitudePredicted = (navigationData.Altitude +
NoDelayData.jsz * 15.0f * Time.deltaTime) * 1.44f;
}

//Predict the forward speed
predictor_V = (9.81f / (Mathf.Cos(predictor_Roll) *
Mathf.Sin(predictor_Pitch))) * Time.deltaTime;
predictor_Vx = predictor_V *
Mathf.Cos(predictor_Roll) * Mathf.Cos(predictor_Pitch);
predictor_Vy = predictor_V *
Mathf.Sin(predictor_Roll) * Mathf.Sin(predictor_Pitch);
if (NoDelayData.jsz > 0)
{
predictor_Vz = Vz + NoDelayData.jsz * Max;
}
else if (NoDelayData.jsz < 0)
{
predictor_Vz = Vz + NoDelayData.jsz * Min;
}
else
{
predictor_Vz = Vz;
}
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//Rotate to Drone frame so that it will be easier to
match with the cameras later in the code
predictor_V3 = new UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Vx,
predictor_Vy, predictor_Vz);
predictor_V3 = transform.eulerAngles;
transform.eulerAngles = new
UnityEngine.Vector3(predictor_Roll, predictor_Pitch,
predictor_Yaw);
predictor_Vx = predictor_V3.x;
predictor_Vy = predictor_V3.y;
predictor_Vz = predictor_V3.z;
predictor_Dx1 = predictor_Vx * Time.deltaTime;
predictor_Dy1 = predictor_Vy * Time.deltaTime;
predictor_Dz1 = predictor_Vz * Time.deltaTime;
predictor_Dx2 = predictor_Dx1 + predictor_Vx *
Time.deltaTime;
predictor_Dy2 = predictor_Dy1 + predictor_Vy *
Time.deltaTime;
predictor_Dz2 = predictor_Dz1 + predictor_Vz *
Time.deltaTime;
Thread.Sleep(1);
}
#endregion
//The following is also associated with the joystick
threads.
void OnApplicationQuit()
{
Thread.Sleep(5);
if (NoDelayClient != null)
NoDelayClient.Close();
NoDelayThread.IsBackground = false;
Console.Write("NoDelay Thread Stopped");
Thread.Sleep(5);
if (DelayClient != null)
DelayClient.Close();
DelayThread.IsBackground = false;
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Console.Write("Delay Thread Stopped");
}
}

B2. Post Data Processing Code in MATLAB
clc
clear
OT_ones = ones([42890,1]);
D_ones = ones([5079,1]);
DroneNavData =
xlsread('CSV_DroneNavData_w_Delay_w_Display.csv',
'A1:H5079');
DroneNav_t
= DroneNavData(:,1);
DroneNav_h
= DroneNavData(:,2);
DroneNav_phi
= DroneNavData(:,3);
DroneNav_theta = DroneNavData(:,4);
DroneNav_psi
= DroneNavData(:,5);
DroneNav_Vx
= DroneNavData(:,6);
DroneNav_Vy
= DroneNavData(:,7);
%DroneNav_Vz
= DroneNavData(:,8);
for k = 2:5079
D_delta_t(k,:)
D_delta_h(k,:)
D_Vz(k,:)

= DroneNav_t(k)-DroneNav_t(k-1);
= DroneNav_h(k)-DroneNav_h(k-1);
= D_delta_h(k,:)/D_delta_h(k,:);

DroneNav_X(k,:) = DroneNav_Vx(k,:)*D_delta_t(k,:)/1000;
DroneNav_Y(k,:) = DroneNav_Vy(k,:)*D_delta_t(k,:)/1000;
end
sDroneNav_Vx
sDroneNav_Vy
sDroneNav_Vz

= smoothdata(DroneNav_Vx,'loess',300);
= smoothdata(DroneNav_Vy,'loess',300);
= smoothdata(D_Vz,'loess',300);

sDroneNav_X
sDroneNav_Y

= smoothdata(DroneNav_X,'loess',500);
= smoothdata(DroneNav_Y,'loess',500);

OTData = xlsread('CSV_OT_w_Delay_w_Display.csv',
'A1:I42890');
OT_t
= OTData(:,1);
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OT_X
OT_Y
OT_Z
OT_qw
OT_qx
OT_qy
OT_qz

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

OTData(:,3);
OTData(:,4);
OTData(:,5);
OTData(:,6);
OTData(:,7);
OTData(:,8);
OTData(:,9);

%See below for convension
%https://v20.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=NatNet_SDK_3.
0
%q = [qx qy qz qw] produces X(pitch) Y(yaw) Z(roll)
for i = 1: 42890
%The following is the modified code from Stephen KC
OT_phi(i,:)
=
(180/pi)*atan2(2*(OT_qy(i,:)*OT_qw(i,:)OT_qx(i,:)*OT_qz(i,:)),...
(1-2*(OT_qy(i,:)*OT_qy(i,:)OT_qz(i,:)*OT_qz(i,:))));
OT_theta(i,:)
=
(180/pi)*asin(2*(OT_qx(i,:)*OT_qy(i,:)+OT_qz(i,:)*OT_qw(i,:))
);
OT_psi(i,:)
=
(180/pi)*atan2(2*(OT_qx(i,:)*OT_qw(i,:)OT_qy(i,:)*OT_qz(i,:)),...
(1-2*(OT_qx(i,:)*OT_qx(i,:)OT_qz(i,:)*OT_qz(i,:))));
%This works!!!!
end
for j = 2:42890
del_OT_t(j,:)
del_OT_X(j,:)
del_OT_Y(j,:)
del_OT_Z(j,:)
OT_vx(j,:)
OT_vy(j,:)
OT_vz(j,:)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

OT_t(j,:)-OT_t(j-1,:);
OT_X(j,:)-OT_X(j-1,:);
OT_Y(j,:)-OT_Y(j-1,:);
OT_Z(j,:)-OT_Z(j-1,:);
del_OT_X(j,:)/del_OT_t(j,:);
del_OT_Y(j,:)/del_OT_t(j,:);
del_OT_Z(j,:)/del_OT_t(j,:);

end
sOT_vx
= smoothdata(OT_vx,'loess',300);
sOT_vy
= smoothdata(OT_vy,'loess',300);
%OT_tt = OT_t(2:12964,1);
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OT_tt
D_tt

= OT_t - OT_t(1,1).*OT_ones;
= DroneNav_t - DroneNav_t(1,1).*D_ones;

%Transform coordinate to obtain OT values in Inertial frame
and smooth data
IOT_phi
= smoothdata(OT_psi,'loess',1000)0.3861.*OT_ones;
IOT_theta
=
smoothdata(OT_theta,'loess',1000)+0.8588.*OT_ones;
IOT_psi
= OT_phi+37.4188.*OT_ones;
IOT_X
IOT_Y
IOT_Z

= OT_X;
= (-1).*OT_Z;
= OT_Y-0.0729.*OT_ones;

D_phi
D_theta
D_psi

= smoothdata(DroneNav_phi,'loess',200);
= smoothdata(DroneNav_theta,'loess',200);
= DroneNav_psi;

%Reshape to plot on the same graph
dt_opti = 1/200;%1/200;
dt_drone = 1/24;%1/56;
l_t_drone = length(DroneNav_t);
l_t_opti = length(OT_t);
t_drone = linspace(0,0,length(DroneNav_t));
t_opti = linspace(0,0,length(OT_t));
for i = 1: l_t_drone
t_drone(i) = i*dt_drone;
end
for i = 1: l_t_opti
t_opti(i) = i*dt_opti;
end
t_drone = t_drone';
t_opti = t_opti';
opti_alt(:,1) = t_opti;
opti_alt(:,2) = OT_Y;
%Draw graphs
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figure(1)
hold on
plot(t_opti, IOT_phi,'r');
plot(t_drone, D_phi,'b');
xlabel('Time [s]');
ylabel('Roll Angle [deg]');
title({'Roll Angle over Time','with Time Delay with
Predictive Display'});
legend('OptiTrack-Roll','Drone-Roll','location','northwest');
hold off
grid on
figure(2)
hold on
plot(t_opti, IOT_theta,'r');
plot(t_drone, D_theta,'b');
xlabel('Time [s]');
ylabel('Pitch Angle [deg]');
title({'Pitch Angle over Time','with Time Delay with
Predictive Display'});
legend('OptiTrack-Pitch','DronePitch','location','northwest');
hold off
grid on
figure(3)
hold on
plot(t_opti, IOT_psi, 'r');
plot(t_drone, D_psi, 'b');
xlabel('Time [s]');
ylabel('Heading Angle [deg]');
title({'Heading Angle over Time','with Time Delay with
Predictive Display'});
legend('OptiTrack-Heading','DroneHeading','location','northwest');
hold off
grid on
figure(4)
hold on
plot(t_opti, IOT_Z, 'r');
plot(t_drone, DroneNav_h, 'b');
xlabel('Time [s]');
ylabel('Altitude [m]');
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title({'Altitude over Time','with Time Delay with Predictive
Display'});
legend('OptiTrack-Altitude','DroneAltitude','location','northwest');
hold off
grid on
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